What makes a species able to colonize novel environments? This question is key to understand 24 the dynamics of adaptive radiations and ecological niche shifts, but the mechanisms that underlie 25 expansion into novel habitats remain poorly understood at a genomic scale. Lizards from the 26 genus Anolis are typically tropical and the green anole (Anolis carolinensis) constitutes an 27 exception since it expanded into temperate North America from subtropical Florida. Thus, we 28 used the green anole as a model to investigate signatures of selection associated with 29 colonization of a new environment, namely temperate North America. To this end, we analyzed 30 29 whole genome sequences, representing the entire genetic diversity of the species. We used a 31 combination of recent methods to quantify both positive and balancing selection in northern 32 populations, including FST outlier methods, machine learning and ancestral recombination 33
Three thousand nine hundred twenty-eight 30kb windows were classified as selective sweeps 146 with a false positive rate of 5% and a true positive rate of 55-60% (Sup. Table 1 ). The algorithm 147 was not able to reliably discriminate between hard and soft sweeps. The total number of 30kb 148 windows included in this analysis was 45,717, due to the exclusion of scaffolds < 3.3Mb. Outlier 149 windows covered 2027 genes. To explore the function of these loci, we ran a GO term 150 enrichment test for biological process (Sup. Table 2 ). The first 50 most significant terms were 151 related to metabolism and regulation (e.g. positive regulation of catalytic activity, p= 4.61.10 -5 ; 152 regulation of metabolic process, p=3.8.10 -4 ) as well as behavior and nervous system (e.g. 153 cognition, p=1.44.10 -3 ; behavior, p=3.21.10 -3 ). 154 To detect genomic regions displaying signatures of positive selection in the branch leading to 155 northern clusters, we used the LSD algorithm (Librado and Orlando 2018) . This method 156 compares the levels of exclusively shared differences between populations across genomic 157 windows. The LSD score should be maximized when the local tree displays evidence for recent 158 coalescence within the focal populations and high differentiation compared to the rest of the 159 genome ( Figure 2 ). We applied the LSD test over 50,996 windows encompassing 1,250 SNPs 160 each (~30kb per window, 1.69 Gb covered) to detect genomic regions displaying evidence for 161 recent selective sweeps along the branch leading to Northern populations. The 1,000 top-ranking 162 windows for LSD score had a minimal score of 0.779 and covered 834 genes. The top 50 163 enriched GO terms (Sup . Table 3 ) were related to regulation (e.g. DNA packaging, p=1.01.10 -4 ), 164 metabolism (e.g. metabolic process, p=1.23.10 -3 ), gonad development (regulation of male gonad 165 development, p=3.10 -3 ) and behavior (p=8.13.10 -3 ). 166 Methods scanning windows across genomes that are not fully assembled cannot use short 167 genomic scaffolds since they are not informative enough. Given the rather high number of short 168 7 scaffolds in the green anole genome, we used the approach implemented in BAYPASS (Gautier 169 2015) that is aimed at detecting overtly differentiated SNPs (Figure 2 ). Our aim was to identify 170 SNPs with high differentiation and discriminating between Northern and Floridian populations. 171 Seven hundred twenty-six 5kb windows harboring at least three outlier SNPs were identified 172 over a total of 249,351. These outlier windows encompassed 284 genes. The top 50 enriched GO 173 terms (Sup . Table 4 ) were related to signaling (p=1.93.10 -5 ), metabolism (e.g. cyclic nucleotide 174 metabolic process, p=4.47.10 -4 ), cellular response (e.g. response to platelet aggregation inhibitor, 175 p=1.66.10 -4 ) and behavior (locomotory exploration behavior, p=5.67.10 -3 ). 176 To evaluate the overlap and consistency between these methods, we examined the distribution of 177 statistics for selection in regions classified as sweeps or neutral by diploS/HIC. To facilitate 178 comparisons between LSD and eBPis, we computed the median eBPis score over the same 179 windows as LSD. Candidate windows for selection (hard and soft sweeps combined) harbored an 180 excess of high LSD and median eBPis scores compared to windows classified as neutral, the 181 effect being particularly clear for the LSD statistics ( Figure 3 ). Based on these distributions, we 182 extracted a set of windows with consistent signals of selection. These 1,250 SNPs windows had a 183 minimum overlap of 50% with windows classified as selected by diploS/HIC and belonged to the 184 top 10% for median eBPis and LSD scores. GO term enrichment tests (Sup . Table 5 ) over the set 185 of 402 candidate genes covered by these windows highlighted functions related to metabolism 186 (e.g. regulation of metabolic process, p=4.44.10 -4 ), behavior (p=6.32.10 -4 ) and cognition 187 (p=3.66.10 -3 ).
188
We focused on GO categories that are a priori relevant either because of the ecology of green 189 anoles or more generally relevant to anoles diversification (Losos 2009; Tollis et al. 2018) . We 190 retrieved a list of genes involved in limb development, behavior, coagulation, or vascular system 191 development (Table 1, Figure 4 ). We did not notice any strong clustering of candidate genes 192 assigned to the GO category "behavior", suggesting that their overrepresentation in the set of 193 selected genes was not due to shared overlaps with candidate windows for selection. In general, 194 signals of selection displayed consistent spatial patterns, with eBPis and LSD scores rising at the 195 vicinity of windows classified as selected by diploS/HIC ( Figure 4 ).
196
Naïve scan for genes under balancing selection. 197 8 Next, we scanned for genes under balancing selection in Gulf Atlantic and its source cluster, 198 North Eastern Florida. Long-term balancing selection leads to the build-up of allelic classes and 199 leads to strong correlation in frequencies between SNPs close from sites under long-term 200 balancing selection ( Figure 2 ). This pattern can be captured by a recently developed statistics, β 201 (Siewert and Voight 2017).We computed β scores over SNPs in non-overlapping 5 kb windows 202 with Betascan. We retrieved 244 and 577 windows (over 324,131 and 333,258) with at least 203 three outlier SNPs in the top 0.1% β score in GA and NEF respectively. These outlier windows 204 overlapped 89 (GA) and 191 (NEF) genes. In GA, the 50 first most significant GO terms were 205 related to immunity (Sup. p=3.46.10 -6 ; nervous system development, p=5.11.10 -6 ; anatomical structure development, 210 p=1.43.10 -4 ). GO terms related to learning and behavior also belonged to the top 50 most 211 significant terms with 5 genes under the term "learning" (p=1.05.10 -3 ). A more detailed list of 212 relevant candidate genes is provided in Table 2 and Figure 5 .
213
A classic example of balancing selection includes the MHC genes in Vertebrates. We examined 214 the distribution of β scores along a region harboring a high concentration of genes homolog to 215 human MHC on chromosome 2 ( Figure 5 ). This region harbored many SNPs overlapping with 216 MHC homologs with β scores in the top 0.1 and 1% for both NEF and GA clusters.
217
To control for unknown paralogs inflating the number of intermediate frequency alleles and 218 therefore β scores, we investigated whether outlier SNPs lying in candidate genes displayed any 219 significant excess of heterozygotes in GA, NEF and across all populations. Less than 2% of these 220 variants had p-values below 0.01 across all tests, making ancient gene duplication an unlikely 221 explanation for the observed pattern. The coalescence time for the set of genes with consistent signals across all three methods for 224 detecting positive selection was strongly reduced compared to genomic background in Northern 225 clades, but did not display any significant reduction at the whole species scale ( Figure 6 ). This is 226 consistent with positive selection and hitchhiking effects reducing coalescence times around loci in GA for outliers identified in NEF. The loss of diversity in Gulf Atlantic compared to its sister 235 clade was reflected in the reduced average coalescence time for NEF outliers in the GA cluster.
236
On the other hand, genes with old coalescence times in GA also displayed old coalescence times 237 in NEF ( Figure 7 ). This suggests that genes under balancing selection in GA were already under 238 balancing selection before the split with Florida.
239
Recombination and gene length. 240 There was a clear effect of recombination and gene length on the likelihood for a gene to be 241 classified as selected. Windows classified as under positive selection had significantly lower 242 recombination rates when compared to genomic background ( Figure 6 ). The average length of 243 genes overlapping these windows was also longer compared to the set of non-candidate genes.
244
Outlier windows for balancing selection displayed higher effective recombination rates on 245 average, and genes in these windows were longer than in the genomic background ( Figure 7) . 246 We tested for each scan of positive selection whether genes belonging to GO categories of 247 interest (Immune response, GO:0006955; somitogenesis and limb development, GO:0001756 248 and GO:0060173; Reproduction, GO:0000003; Behavior, GO:0007610) also displayed stronger 249 evidence for selection while controlling for gene length and clustering (Table 3 ). We also 250 investigated whether genes involved in response to cold displayed more signatures of selection 251 than expected by chance, using a list of 1,375 genes highlighted in a recent transcriptomic study 252 (Campbell-Staton et al. 2018) . Genes belonging to the GO term "behavior" (GO:0007610) 253 overlapped with windows classified as selected across the three tests for positive selection more 254 often than expected by chance. These genes and "cold response" genes also displayed 255 significantly higher eBPis and LSD scores. Behavioral genes did not display significantly lower 256 recombination rates when compared to permuted genomic windows of the same size and 257 clustered in the same way. This was not the case however for "cold resistance" genes, that 258 displayed a significantly lower average recombination rate than expected by chance. However, 259 the shift in statistics remained even after removing genes with low average recombination rates 260 (i.e. falling in the bottom 25%). selection that are consistent with these adaptations, with an enrichment for genes involved in 283 metabolic process across most tests for positive selection (Sup. Tables, Table 1 ). For example, anoles, we examined the distribution of statistics for selection at genes involved in cold tolerance 295 (Campbell-Staton et al. 2018) and found these to be skewed towards higher values than expected 296 by chance. This suggests that polygenic adaptation to colder environmental conditions played an 297 important role during the initial stages of mainland colonization.
298
A remarkable aspect of our study is the finding that many genes related to nervous system 299 development and behavior displayed signatures of positive selection in the branch leading to 300 northern populations, a pattern that did not seem to be due to systematic biases in gene length, and increased exploration of unknown environments, possibly due to competition for resources.
329
Balancing selection maintains diversity at immune and developmental genes 330 We detected signatures of long-term balancing selection at genes involved in immune response 331 in mainland populations, a pattern commonly observed in vertebrates (Piertney and Oliver 2006) .
332
In general, coalescence times for regions under balancing selection in Florida were reduced in 333 the northern populations. The fact that genes involved in immunity escaped this trend suggests 334 an important role of biotic constraints in maintaining diversity even in bottlenecked populations.
335
This confirms the resilience of this type of adaptive variation to demographic perturbations 336 (Oliver and Piertney 2012; Bourgeois et al. 2018b). 337 We also found evidence of strong balancing selection at genes involved in appendage 338 development and locomotion, nervous system development and learning (Table 2) There is evidence for polymorphism in behavior and size in green anoles (Lailvaux et al. 2004) , 348 although the phenotypes may be age-dependent. Other behavioral traits such as headbob display 349 are also polymorphic and change in frequency across populations depending on habitat and 350 populations density (Bloch and Irschick 2006) . It is worth noting that dominant young males 351 tend to display higher jumping velocity and similar bite force than losing young males, but that 352 this pattern is reversed in old males (Lailvaux et al. 2004) . Such a trade-off mechanism where 353 males having the highest reproductive success at a young age end up losing at an older age could 354 maintain polymorphism at developmental and behavior genes, and deserves further investigation.
355
Gene length and recombination impact the likelihood to detect genes under selection 356 Candidate windows for positive selection were mostly found in regions of lower recombination 357 (measured as 4N*r in the NEF population) than in the rest of the genome. The length of the 358 genes overlapping these windows was also longer than the length of non-selected genes. An 359 interesting aspect is that genes involved in cold adaptation in anoles 2018) have a significantly lower average effective recombination rate than expected (Table 3) .
361
There are several interpretations to these trends. The first one is simply that positive selection is 362 easier to detect in regions of low recombination because of stronger hitchhiking generating long, 363 differentiated haplotypes. In addition, longer genes will overlap more windows, rising the odds Genes under balancing selection were also longer than neutral genes, and their effective 373 recombination rates were higher. This last feature is more likely to be explained by larger 374 effective population sizes (4N) in NEF at these loci than by higher recombination rates (r). Our results show that these approaches may have the potential to draw a more 381 comprehensive picture of the links between genotype, phenotype and environment in vertebrates. 382 We want to insist at this point that our tests were mostly aimed at targeting signatures of positive 383 selection shared between northern clades. This means that several of our candidates will have 384 been selected prior or concomitant to the split between northern clades and their expansion. Our 385 set of candidates is therefore likely enriched in genes that may have been involved in the fast 386 colonization of northern and novel environments, but the actual selective pressures at the time of 387 selection remain difficult to assess. However, it seems likely that the ancestral population of 388 northern clades was already found at the margin of Floridian environmental niche, where it could 389 already develop adaptation to colder environments.
390
Our study is therefore set at a broader spatio-temporal scale than the study led by Campbell- 
401
Avoiding these issues requires working with species for which preliminary knowledge of the 402 non-adaptive factors shaping genome variation is already available. In addition, caution should 403 be exercised against overinterpretation and storytelling, as "genes that make biological sense" 404 may be found even when randomly sampling the genome for candidates (Pavlidis et al. 2012 ).
405
Our current and previous work has aimed at alleviating the issues stated above, by providing an 
410
We note that there are redundant patterns between GWSS in green anoles, such as the repeated encouraging, we urge to apply caution since most developmental genes tend to be longer than 415 other annotated genes in the green anole (Sup. Figure 1) , which can make them easier to detect 
442
Genome scan using diploS/HIC 443 We used a recently developed machine-learning algorithm diploS/HIC (Kern & Schrider, 2018) 444 to classify genomic windows as selected or not in northern clades. We followed a procedure 445 similar in spirit to a previous study (Bourgeois et al. 2018b) . We trained the algorithm using a set 446 of 3,000 coalescent discoal simulations (Kern and Schrider 2016). We simulated 330kb windows al. 2018a)) to consider the uncertainties in current size estimates. We used a truncated 457 exponential prior for recombination rates with an average of 8.25x10 -11 and a maximum value of 458 1.8x10 -9 . We conditioned on sweep completion occurring between 500,000 generations ago and 459 shortly before northern clusters diverged from each other, around 150,000 generations ago. We 
482
Genome scan using BAYPASS 483 Overall divergence at each locus was first characterized using the X T X statistics, which is a 484 measure of adaptive differentiation corrected for population structure and demography.
485
BAYPASS offers the option to estimate an empirical Bayesian p-value (eBPis) which can be 486 seen as the support for a non-random association between alleles and specific populations. We 487 computed eBPis over the top 5% X T X outliers to determine their level of association with 488 northern populations. BAYPASS was run using default parameters under the core model. We 489 considered a SNP as a candidate for selection in northern populations when belonging to the top 490 1% eBPis. We divided the genome in 5kb windows and retained those with at least three outlier 491 SNPs as candidates for positive selection. Genes overlapping these windows were extracted 492 using bedtools v2.25.0.
493
Genome scan for long-term balancing selection 494 We used the software Betascan to estimate the β score, a statistic that detect clusters of alleles 495 segregating at similar frequencies across windows of a size that is predefined by the user 496 (Siewert and Voight 2017). To determine the optimal window size in which signals of balancing 497 selection should be detectable, we estimated the expected length distribution of selected 498 haplotypes using the formula provided in (Siewert and Voight 2017) . This distribution is 499 exponential with rate parameter T*ρ with T the time since balancing selection and ρ the 500 recombination rate. Since our goal is to detect long-term balancing selection in the green anole, 501 we aim at still being able to detect events having occurred around the split with its sister species,
502
Anolis porcatus, from which it diverged between 6 and 12 million years ago (Glor et al. 2005) .
503
Using T=12 million generations and ρ =8.25x10 -11 , the 95 th quantile on either side of a selected 504 SNP is 3026 bp. We therefore decided for the sake of simplicity to use a window size of 2.5 kb 505 on each side of each focal SNP (for a total size of 5kb, option -w 5000). We did not compute β 506 scores for SNPs with a folded allele frequency below 0.1 (-m 0.1) and rose the "-p" parameter to 507 50 instead of the default 20 to ensure strong correlations between allele frequencies for the SNPs 508 surrounding candidate loci. We focused our analyses on Gulf Atlantic and Central Florida to 509 minimize confounding effects of population structure and to assess the fate of genes under 510 balancing selection following bottleneck and adaptation. We divided the genome in 5kb 511 windows and retained those with at least three outlier SNPs (i.e. in the top 0.1% β score) as 512 candidates for positive selection.
513
Ancestral recombination graphs 514 Genes under positive selection should display reduced coalescence times in the northern clades 515 but should not display such reduction at the species scale. On the other hand, genes under balancing 516 selection should display older haplotypes and therefore older coalescent times than the genomic 517 background. We used the software ARGWeaver to confirm that our tests of selection displayed 518 results consistent with these expectations and provide a quantification of the timing of events of 519 selection (Rasmussen et al. 2014) . We included in the analysis a subset of 12 individuals with 520 high sequencing depth and covering the species range (between 2 and 3 individuals from each 521 cluster, Sup. Table 8 ) to limit computation time. Individuals were first phased using BEAGLE 522 v4.0 with default options but did not infer missing data (Browning and Browning 2007) . We took 523 a mutation rate of 2.1x10 -10 /bp/generation and a recombination rate of 8.25x10 -11 . We used a prior 524 effective population size of about 1,000,000 which is of the same order of magnitude than previous 525 estimates for all green anole populations obtained from targeted sequencing and whole genome 526 data (Tollis and Boissinot 2014; Manthey et al. 2016; Bourgeois et al. 2018a) . ARGWeaver 527 reconstructs ancestral recombination graphs and therefore accommodates variable recombination 528 rates, effective population sizes and genealogies along the genome. The algorithm was run for 529 1000 iterations, using 15 discretized time steps and a maximum coalescence time of 50 million 530 generations. We then extracted times since the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) for each 531 non-recombining block in GA, CA and NEF clusters, as well as for the whole set of 12 individuals.
532
To compare coalescence times between windows classified as selected or neutral (e.g. LSD 533 windows or 5kb windows), we averaged values using the package regioneR (Gel et al. 2015) , 534 weighing by the length of non-recombining blocks.
535
GO-enrichment 536 We tested for enrichment of overrepresented Gene Ontology (GO) terms associated with the 537 genes found in outlier regions using the PANTHER analysis tool available on the Gene Ontology )). We took care of adjusting the gene universe depending on the test for selection by 540 contrasting the set of candidate genes to the set of genes actually covered by each test. We tested 541 for enrichment of any biological function. We did not apply correction for multiple testing for 542 several reasons: i) since this approach is exploratory, we wanted to detect any interesting trend in 543 the dataset that could then be further explored; ii) we focused on the clearest signatures of 544 positive selection, limiting the number of outlier genes to a few hundred across several 545 potentially relevant GO terms. Instead we present the first 50 most significant GO terms for each 546 test and isolate candidate genes falling in GO categories of interest. Lists of all genes identified 547 by each approach are available as Supplementary material (Sup. Tables 9 to 14). 549 We used bedtools intersect and the package regioneR to estimate average lengths and 550 recombination rates for genes found in outlier regions and compare them to genomic 551 background. We also used regioneR to assess whether the distribution of statistics for positive 552 selection (LSD and eBPis) was significantly shifted in GO categories that are relevant in anoles. 553 We used both z-scores and permutation p-values to estimate the significance of this shift. More 554 20 specifically, we used the circularRandomizeRegions function, that takes a set of genomic 555 intervals (here candidate genes from a given GO term) and applies a random spin to each 556 chromosome. This approach therefore maintains clustering and gene length in the pseudo-557 observed dataset. We used 1000 permutated datasets as a random expectation for the average 558 values of recombination rates, LSD and eBPis scores, as well as for the number of overlaps 559 between genes of interest and windows classified as selected by all three approaches. 
548

Permutation tests and correction for clustering, gene length and recombination
